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 What is ENERGY? 

 
Energy is the ESSENCE of 

the Universe of Energy in Flow, 
 the Unus Mundus. 

 
   

    /\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
 
 

What is FLOW? 
 

Flow is motion. 
Flow is movement. 

Flow is energy in motion. 
Flow is energy in constant and continuous perpetual motion. 

Flow is momentum that cannot be created or destroyed.  
Flow is change from location to location. 
Flow is energy manifested dualistically. 

Flow is energy in constant and continuous change from location to location. 
Flow is energy in constant and continuous motion from location to location 

while energy also simultaneously changes/transforms… 
…particle to wave to particle to wave…, 

…instant of time by instant of time after instant of time,… . 
Time is energy in flow. 

As energy flows 
 energy changes location, 

as energy flows energy transforms, 
energy transforms from particle to wave from wave to particle, 

…instant of time by instant of time after instant of time,… 
constantly and continuously, 

since the Big Bang occurred almost 13.8 billion years ago. 
 

Flow is the NATURE of 
the Universe of Energy in Flow, 

the Unus Mundus. 
 
 

   /\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
 
 

What is the UNIVERSE OF ENERGY IN FLOW, 
the UNUS MUNDUS? 

 
The Unus Mundus, 



 

the Universe of Energy in Flow,  
is Multiverses of Multiverses of Universes of energy in flow. 

The Universe of Energy in Flow, 
the Unus Mundus includes also 

the boundless, endless, limitless, 
Omnipresent, dimensionless, infinitely ranged, Timeless, 

metaphysically manifested Ocean of Waves of Energy in Flow 
by which, of which, within which and from within which 

Multiverses of Multiverses of Universes of Energy in Flow 
dualistically manifest, 

dualistically manifested  
Multiverses and Universes of energy in flow 

that are ACTUALLY 
UNCONSCIOUSLY DREAMED by UNCONSCIOUS AWARENESS, 

 BY the Unconscious Awareness of the Universe of Energy in Flow, 
FROM WITHIN the Unconscious Awareness of the Universe of Energy in Flow, 

WITHIN the Unconscious Awareness of the Universe of Energy in Flow, 
the boundless, endless, limitless, 

Omnipresent, dimensionless, infinitely ranged, Timeless, 
metaphysically manifested Ocean of Waves of Energy in Flow, 

that is to say,  
the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested,  

Unconscious Awareness of 
 the Universe of Energy in Flow, 

the Unus Mundus, 
the UNCONSCIOUSLY DREAMING  

Unconscious Awareness of the Universe of Energy in Flow, 
the Unus Mundus. 

 
The conceptualization of the Unus Mundus  

was popularized in the 20th century by 
 the Swiss psychoanalyst Carl Gustav Jung. 

Jung, in conjunction with the physicist Wolfgang Pauli,  
explored the possibility that his concepts of  

archetypes and synchronicity might be related to the Unus Mundus, 
  the archetype being an expression of 

 Unus Mundus; synchronicity, or "meaningful coincidence",  
being made possible by the FACT that  

BOTH THE OBSERVER AND CONNECTED PHENOMENON  
ultimately stem from the SAME SOURCE,  

the Unus Mundus. 
 
 

/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 



 

 
 

What is OMNIPHYSICS? 
Omniphysics is an all-inclusive 

physical and metaphysical description 
of the Universe of Energy in Flow, 

the Unus Mundus. 
 
 

   /\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
 

What is UNCONSCIOUS AWARENESS? 
 

The central tenet of  
Theory of Omniphysics is that  

Unconscious Awareness  
is an 

innate, inherent, intrinsic, ubiquitous   
attribute, characteristic, quality, property 

of ENERGY 
 manifested in all known and unknown forms, 

from fundamental bosons and fermions, 
to stars,  

celestial bodies of every shape and size, 
solar systems, 

galaxies, 
Universes, 

 Multiverses of Universes, 
Multiverses of Multiverses of Universes, 

 and the living organisms that inhabit them. 
Unconscious Awareness is 

 the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested, 
boundless, endless, limitless, infinitely ranged, dimensionless 

   Ocean of Waves of Energy 
of which, within which, and from within which 

Multiverses of Multiverses of 
Universes of energy in flow 

are Unconsciously Dreamed, 
of which, within which and from within which 

Multiverses of Multiverses of 
Universes of energy in flow 

flow and dualistically manifest. 
 

Unconscious Awareness is a FUNDAMENTAL FORCE of  
the Universe of Energy in Flow, 

the Unus Mundus, 



 

capable of evolving into, 
capable of being Unconsciously Dreamed into  

fundamental fermions and bosons 
and then into 

all manner of celestial object, 
all manner of star, 

all manner of planet, 
all manner of asteroid, 

all manner of comet, 
all manner of meteorite, 

all manner of solar system, 
all manner of galaxy, 

all manner of Universe, 
all manner of Multiverse,… 

into all manner of LIFE. 
  
 

   /\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
 
 

What is SPACEWAYS UNLIMITED? 
 

Spaceways Unlimited 
 is the United States Copyright registered environment 

 within which it is EXCLUSIVELY possible to  
safely and successfully enact 

 the United States Copyright registered  
Meditixation technique 

for extended durations of not just Time, 
but Timelessness as well. 

 
 

/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
 
 

What is MEDITIXATION? 
 

Meditixation is a United States Copyright registered technique of 
 motion and movement enacted by a Homo Sapien, 

that can only be safely and successfully enacted  
constantly and continuously for extended durations of both 

 Time and Timelessness 
while within a United States Copyright registered environment, 

Spaceways Unlimited. 
 

The safe and successful enactment of the Meditixation technique 



 

constantly and continuously for extended durations of both 
Time and Timelessness 

by a Homo Sapien that has Mastered and Controls the technique, 
allows the Homo Sapien to molecularly transform into  
an Omneronaut that transcends both Time and Space 

and enters into metaphysical unification with  
the Omnipresent Unconscious Awareness of the Universe  of Energy in Flow the Unus 

Mundus, 
 in ways never imagined possible. 

 
Safely and successfully, constantly and continuously, 

uninterruptedly moving through, 
automatically, autonomously, spontaneously, mindlessly, 

volitionlessly, involuntarily, freely flowing through, 
 for extended durations of Time,  

 a Spaceways Unlimited Spaceway 
eventually transforms into 

extended durations of Timelessness 
whereby a Meditixing Homo Sapien transforms into an Omneronaut 

thereby allowing the transformed Homo Sapien, an Omneronaut,  
an opportunity to metaphysically manifest with  

the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested 
Unconscious Awareness of the Universe of Energy in Flow, 

the Unus Mundus, 
which is not unlike  

moving through, flowing through 
the FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH. 

 
 

    /\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
 
 

What is an OMNERONAUT? 
 

An Omneronaut is a Homo Sapien that has 
 Mastered and Controlled the Meditixation technique 

 safely and successfully, 
constantly and continuously,  

for extended durations of both Time and Timelessness, 
while within the U.S Copyright Registered environment   

Spaceways Unlimited. 
An Omneronaut is a molecularly transformed Homo Sapien 

that has transcended both 
 Time and Space  
and entered into  

the dimensionless dimension of  



 

Timelessness, 
 the Omnipresent, 

metaphysically manifested,  
Unconscious Awareness of  

the Universe of Energy in Flow, 
the Unconsciously Dreaming Unconscious Awareness of  

the Unus Mundus. 
 
 

   /\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
 
 

What is a HOMO SAPIEN? 
 

A Homo Sapien is  
a naturally evolved, 
infinitely complex, 

consciously and/or semi-consciously and/or unconsciously aware  
system of energy in flow. 

 
 

/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
 
 

What is INFINITE COMPLEXITY? 
 

Imagination. 
Uniqueness. 
Creativity. 
Freedom. 

Chaos. 
 
 

   /\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
 
 

What is the QUEST TO INAUGURATE SPACEWAYS UNLIMITED? 
 

The Quest To Inaugurate Spaceways Unlimited  
is a Marketing Campaign of Sublime Splendor 

which is intended to introduce as many Homo Sapiens as possible to 
Meditixation, 

Spaceways Unlimited,  
Omneronautics, 

the Universe of Energy in Flow, the Unus Mundus, 
Unconscious Awareness, 



 

Omniphysics, 
transformation, 
transcendence, 

the Fountain of Youth, 
as well as the possibility of 
 Mastering and Controlling  
systems of energy in flow 

 in ways never before imagined possible. 
 
 

   /\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
 
 

What is NEW AGE OF FLOW DAY? 
 

For centuries it was feared that the end of the Mayan calendar 
on December 21, 2012 

could mean an apocalyptic ending to life on this planet. 
An unconsciously encoded fear resided to some degree or another 

 within the minds of Homo Sapiens   
 within the context of the unanswered question, 

why did the Mayan calendar end on that day? 
Once December 21, 2012 flowed by, 

this unanswered eschatological question was 
once and for all, finally addressed. 

No apocalyptic ending actually arrived. 
  No mass extinctions. 

Individual demises, yes, 
apocalyptic from an individual’s point of view. 
Is not one’s own demise an apocalyptic event? 

But December 22, 2012 proved all that speculation nonsense. 
 Science proved it. 

Reality proved. 
Actuality proved it. 

No need to fear the unknown any longer. 
The New Age of Flow Day is not an 
esoteric or eclectic celebration of 

a Homo Sapien’s whimsical vision of the Universe, 
New Age of Flow Day 

represents the recognition of 
a revolutionarily evolutionary paradigm shift in understanding that 

the visible Universe is  
a system of energy in flow, 
that all subatomic particles, 

and all fundamental particles, 
either fermionic or bosonic, 



 

 and all systems of energy in flow in-between  
that comprise celestial bodies throughout within the visible Universe, 

including all living organisms,  
including Homo Sapiens,     

are each uniquely vibrating,  
and uniquely contextualized 
 systems of energy in flow, 

and that 
this understanding of the visible Universe   

is the scientific foundational tenet upon which  
an OMNIPHYSICAL understanding of 

the visible Universe and beyond  
is constructed, 

and that 
an Omniphysical understanding of the visible Universe includes 
the understanding of a metaphysical foundational tenet as well, 

that the visible Universe is manifested within  
Multiverses of Multiverses of Universes, 

and that Multiverses of Multiverses of Universes are each 
 unique systems of energy in flow, 
unique systems of energy in flow 

manifested within and from within  
the Omnipresent, 

metaphysically manifested, 
Unconscious Awareness of Energy in Flow, 

and that 
each and every system of energy in flow, 

from the nearly infinitesimally small 
 to the nearly infinitely large 

flows within, from within 
the Omnipresent, 

metaphysically manifested, 
Unconscious Awareness of Energy in Flow, 

and that, therefore, 
AWARENESS, 

not consciousness, 
NOT conscious awareness, 
UNCONSCIOUS Awareness, 

is an innate, inherent, intrinsic,   
natural, fundamental  
attribute of Energy, 
of Energy in Flow. 

The Essence of the Universe 
is Energy. 

The Nature of Energy is to Flow. 



 

The visible Universe is a unique Universe within 
a unique Multiverse of unique Universes  

within  
unique Multiverses of unique Multiverses of unique Universes. 

Multiverses of energy in flow. 
Universes of energy in flow. 

Multiverses of energy in flow  
 of Universes of energy if flow  

of celestial bodies of energy in flow 
of subatomic and atomic and molecular systems of energy in flow, 

flowing within,  
flowing from within, 

the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested  
Unconscious Awareness  

of the Universe of Energy in Flow,  
the Unus Mundus. 

 
Flowing within, from within 

a boundless, endless, limitless, infinitely ranged, 
metaphysically manifested  

Ocean of Waves of Energy in Flow, 
UNCONSCIOUSLY AWARE Waves of Energy in Flow, 

Unconsciously Aware Waves that are actually  
Unconsciously DREAMING, 

Dreaming within and from within, 
Unconsciously Dreaming 

unique Multiverses of unique Multiverses of unique Universes of  
unique celestial bodies of unique subatomic and atomic and molecular 

systems of energy in flow. 
But also, and also, 

Unconsciously Dreaming  
all manner of living organisms, 

Unconsciously Dreaming  
Homo Sapiens. 

Unconsciously Dreaming you. 
Unconsciously Dreaming I. 

Unconsciously Dreaming NOW. 
Right Now. 

Unconsciously Dreaming from within and into  
uniquely vibrating, 

dualistically manifested systems of energy in flow. 
   

It is a thorough Omniphysical understanding of  
the Multiverses of Multiverses of Universes  

that will eventually allow Homo Sapiens to evolve  
 Mastery and Control of systems of energy in flow 



 

in ways never before imagined possible. 
 

The actual attainment of  
Mastery and Control of systems of energy in flow 

in ways never before imagined possible 
is now Omniphysically possible. 

Omniphysical possibility   
is now possible  

because of the recognition and acknowledgement of FLOW, 
the recognition and acknowledgement of the Universe as  

  Multiverses of energy in flow, 
of Multiverses of energy in flow of Universes of energy in flow 

 of celestial bodies of energy in flow  
of subatomic and atomic and molecular systems of energy in flow 

within  
an Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested, 

 boundless, endless, limitless, infinitely ranged  
Ocean of Waves of Energy in Flow. 

And because of the recognition and acknowledgement that  
all living organisms are also systems of energy in flow. 

Recognition and acknowledgement signified during 
 the passing of a single day. 

Recognition and acknowledgement of  
Omniphysical possibility. 

December 22nd. 
Every December 22nd. 

A New Age of Flow. 
The New Age of Flow Day. 

A new Day for truly possible impossibilities. 
  
 

   /\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
 
 

What is a PARANORMAL SYNCHRONICITY CHAIN? 
 

A Paranormal Synchronicity Chain  
is a scientific investigation into 

Paranormal activity. 
A Paranormal Synchronicity Chain 

is a day-by-day diary of verifiable information   
documented by the MIPITW that demonstrates  

the evolved Naturally Born capability of the MIPITW to  
intentionally unintentionally manipulate 

systems of energy in flow 
thereby orchestrating the actual occurrence of  



 

several if not more than several 
 Extraordinarily if not Extra ordinarily Extraordinarily if not 

Magically if not Miraculously if not Paranormally 
relatable if not also inter-relatable 

simultaneous synchronicities 
that are relatable if not also inter-relatable 

to the MIPITW, 
but also to the events documented in 

the day-by-day diary of verifiable information that is 
the embodiment of 

a Paranormal Synchronicity Chain. 
  
 

   /\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
 
 

What is a SIMULTANEOUS SYNCHRONICITY? 
 

Events occur. 
That which occurs, manifests context.  

That which occurs, occurs within a context. 
That which occurs is contextualized. 

That which occurs contextualizes. 
Contexts are contextualized by other contexts. 

Contexts contextualize other contexts. 
All events are Unconsciously Dreamed 

 by, within, and from within  
the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested  

Unconscious Awareness of  
the Universe of Energy in Flow, 

the Unus Mundus. 
 All events, all contexts are  

relatable if not also inter-relatable,  
each to the other, 
usually ordinarily, 

usually predictably and foreseeably. 
But there are some events that occur that are 

Extraordinarily if not Extra ordinarily Extraordinarily if not 
Magically if not Miraculously if not Paranormally  

relatable if not also inter-relatable, 
each to the other. 

 
Paranormal Synchronicity Chains  

demonstrate the Naturally Born capability of the MIPITW to 
intentionally unintentionally orchestrate  



 

the actual occurrence of more than several  
Extraordinarily if not Extra ordinarily Extraordinarily if not 

Magically if not Miraculously if not Paranormally 
relatable if not also inter-relatable  

simultaneous synchronicities  
that are relatable if not also inter-relatable 

to the MIPITW, 
but also to the events documented in  

the day-by-day diary of verifiable information that is  
the embodiment of  

a Paranormal Synchronicity Chain, 
Paranormal Synchronicity Chains which contain information  

that also demonstrates the MIPITW’s 
 Naturally Born and evolved capability to  

predict the actual occurrence of  
relatable if not also inter-relatable  

simultaneous synchronicities. 
 
 

   /\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
 
 

What is a NATURALLY BORN SYNCHRONOLOGIST? 
 

Theory of Omniphysics is, 
first and foremost, 

an ARTISTIC performance. 
 

But Theory of Omniphysics is also, simultaneously, 
and therefore also first and foremost, 

a SCIENTIFIC endeavor. 
 

In order to comply with the logical tenets of 
 the Scientific Method, 

I must present enough information, 
enough STATISTICALLY ANALYZABLE and VERIFIABLE information  

to justify the application of  
the “Naturally Born Synchronologist” designation. 

 
I have prepared a document entitled  

“My Confession” 
within which I have listed and described the evidence I have accumulated that clearly 

indicates that I am a Naturally Born Synchronologist, 
Naturally Synchronized in so many different ways that 

it would be impossible NOT to conclude that 
 I am NATURALLY SYNCHRONIZED, 



 

Naturally Synchronized so that 
I might actually evolve the capability to actually orchestrate  

the actual occurrence of simultaneous synchronicities, 
but simultaneous synchronicities that are not just 
 Extraordinary or Extraordinarily Extraordinary  

or Magical or Miraculous or Paranormal 
but simultaneous synchronicities that are 

 relevantly relatable if not also relevantly inter-relatable to 
myself, 

 a Naturally Born Synchronologist, 
and only  

relevantly relatable if not also relevantly inter-relatable, 
Extraordinarily or Extra ordinarily Extraordinarily 

or Magically or Miraculously or Paranormally 
 to 

 a Naturally Born Synchronologist, 
and only to  

a Naturally Born Synchronologist. 
  One and only one 

Naturally Born Synchronologist. 
 
 

   /\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
 
 

What is a PARANORMAL SYNCHRONOLOGIST? 
 

I am a Naturally Born Synchronologist  
that has evolved into a Paranormal Synchronologist. 

I have evolved the capability to  
intentionally unintentionally orchestrate  

the actual occurrence of simultaneous synchronicities 
by intentionally unintentionally manipulating systems of energy in flow 
simply by experiencing the occurrence of simultaneous synchronicities 

 and documenting their occurrence, 
thereby allowing for the actual occurrence of  

CHAINS of occurrences of simultaneous synchronicities, 
chains of  

 Extraordinary if not Extraordinarily Extraordinary if not 
Magical if not Miraculous if not Paranormal 

simultaneous synchronicities  
that are 

relevantly relatable if not also relevantly inter-relatable 
to myself, 

or to the information previously documented into 



 

what may or may already be or may begin to come to be  
chains of Extraordinary if not Extraordinarily Extraordinary if not 

Magical if not Miraculous if not Paranormal 
simultaneous synchronicities. 

 
 

   /\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
 
 

What is THEORY OF OMNIPHYSICS? 
 

Theory of Omniphysics is  
a comprehensive explanation, 

as well as   
an existential demonstration of 

 PRICELESS INFORMATION, 
priceless Information from Subliminet, 
priceless Information from Subliminet 

 that will undoubtedly convince 
the most skeptical of Homo Sapiens  

that 
Michael Sea/I from Subliminet/Mortimer Sloane/Dunning Kruger/ 

Jordan Rivers/William Felt  
is the Most Interesting Person In The World, 

the MIPITW, 
and that  

the MI PI T W 
actually is a Naturally Born Synchronologist, 

and that 
the MIPITW 

actually is an evolved Paranormal Synchronologist, 
and that 

simultaneous synchronicities actually occur 
and that 

Extraordinary if not Extraordinarily Extraordinary if not 
Magical if not Miraculous if not Paranormal 
simultaneous synchronicities actually occur, 

and that 
the MIPITW has unquestionably and convincingly demonstrated  

the capability to 
predict and forecast the actual occurrence of  

Extraordinary if not Extraordinarily Extraordinary if not 
Magical if not Miraculous if not Paranormal 

simultaneous synchronicities 
that would be  

relatable if not also inter-relatable not only to 



 

to the MIPITW, 
but also to events and individuals documented in 

 Paranormal Synchronicity Chains, 
Paranormal Synchronicity Chains that 

 unquestionably and convincingly demonstrate 
the MIPITW’s capability to 

intentionally unintentionally orchestrate 
the manipulation of systems of energy in flow 

so that 
Extraordinary if not Extraordinarily Extraordinary if not 

Magical if not Miraculous if not Paranormal 
simultaneous synchronicities actually occur 

within the relevant context of  
CENTRAL THEMES, 

Central Themes prescribed and established at the outset of  
an active Paranormal Synchronicity Chain, 

and then followed through, 
on a day-by-day basis,  

to the conclusion of the active portion of  
the Paranormal Synchronicity Chain, 

and that 
the MIPITW has indeed evolved the capability to 

Master and Control 
systems of energy in flow  

so that  
Extraordinary if not Extraordinarily Extraordinary if not 

Magical if not Miraculous if not Paranormal 
simultaneous synchronicities actually occur 

simply by documenting  
relevantly relatable if not also inter-relatable information, 

and that 
the relevantly relatable if not also inter-relatable information 

documented by the MIPITW 
is actually Unconsciously Dreamed by 

 the Universe of Energy in Flow, 
and that  

the Universe of Energy in Flow, 
actually is the Unus Mundus  which 

 Carl Gustav Jung and Wolfgang Pauli collaboratively identified, 
and that  

 the Unus Mundus, 
the Universe of Energy in Flow is actually that   

of which, by which, from which and within which 
all manner of systems of energy in flow, 

from the nearly infinitesimally small 
to the nearly infinitely large 



 

flow and dualistically manifest, 
and that  

the Unconscious Awareness of the Unus Mundus, 
the Universe of Energy in Flow, 

 is actually that 
of which, by which, from which and within which 

all manner of systems of energy in flow, 
from the nearly infinitesimally small 

to the nearly infinitely large 
are Unconsciously Dreamed, 

and that 
the Unconscious Awareness of the Unus Mundus, 

the Universe of Energy in Flow  
actually is  

an Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested, 
boundless, endless, limitless, infinitely ranged,  

Timeless, dimensionless  
 Ocean of Waves of Energy in Flow 

of which, by which, from which and within which 
all manner of systems of energy in flow, 

from the nearly infinitesimally small 
to the nearly infinitely large 
are Unconsciously Dreamed, 

and that 
the United States Copyright registered 

 Meditixation technique, 
when safely and successfully enacted, 

constantly and continuously, 
while exclusively within  

the United States Copyright registered environment, 
Spaceways Unlimited, 

for extended durations of time, 
allows the Homo Sapien that has actually 
Mastered and Controlled the technique 

to transform molecularly so that 
the Meditixing Homo Sapien actually  

transcends both Time and Space 
and actually metaphysically unifies with   

the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested  
 Unconscious Awareness of 

the Universe of Energy in Flow, 
 the Unus Mundus, 

and that actually flowing through  
the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested 

Unconscious Awareness of 
the Universe of Energy in Flow, 



 

the Unus Mundus, 
for extended durations of Time  

can actually transform into extended durations of Timelessness, 
once Time and Space are transcended, 

and that  
safe and successful, constant and continuous motion and movement through 

the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested 
Unconscious Awareness of 

the Universe of Energy in Flow, 
the Unus Mundus, 

for extended durations of Timelessness 
while metaphysically unified with  

the Omnipresent Unconscious Awareness of 
the Universe of Energy in Flow, 

the Unus Mundus, 
is not unlike moving through,  

not unlike flowing through 
the Fountain of Youth, 

and that 
  safe and successful, constant and continuous motion and movement through 

the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested 
Unconscious Awareness of 

the Universe of Energy in Flow, 
the Unus Mundus, 

is of unparalleled salubrious benefit, 
and that  

  safe and successful, constant and continuous motion and movement through 
the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested 

Unconscious Awareness of 
the Universe of Energy in Flow, 

the Unus Mundus, 
can indeed allow Homo Sapiens that have  

Mastered and Controlled the Meditixation technique 
 while within Spaceways Unlimited 

 and transformed into an Omneronaut 
 an opportunity to 

 discover never before enactable Superpowers, 
and over Time and Timelessness, 

evolve the ability to actually enact never before enactable Superpowers 
and that 

 the Unconscious Awareness of 
the Unus Mundus, 

the Universe of Energy in Flow is 
not unlike the Force or the Matrix, 

or even god. 
 



 

 
The most skeptical Homo Sapiens will also undoubtedly be convinced that 

Spaceways Unlimited is a new, franchise-able industry 
and that  

Spaceways Unlimited is an industry for  
Convention Centers across the planet  

to implement during periods of open scheduling 
and that  

copious amounts of income can potentially be generated 
at all hours of the day and night 

in a Spaceways Emporium nearest you, 
or a Convention Center nearest you 

and that  
new jobs can be created 

in order to accommodate those of you who wish to 
enter into a Spaceway nearest you 

and that 
Spaceways Unlimited is the only environment 

within which it is possible to  
safely and successfully enact the Meditixation technique 
 for extended durations of both Time and Timelessness  

and that  
the Meditixation technique  

is the only method that will allow Homo Sapiens an opportunity to  
actually metaphysically unify with 

the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested 
 Unconscious Awareness of the Universe of Energy in Flow  

for extended durations of Time and Timelessness 
and that  

the Universe of Energy in Flow, the Unus Mundus  
is actually Unconsciously Dreaming, 

and that the physically manifested aspect of the Universe of Energy in Flow, 
the Unus Mundus is an Unconsciously Dreamed Dream  

and that 
Homo Sapiens and the environment within which Homo Sapiens reside  

are Unconsciously Dreamed Dreams 
and that  

the transformation of a Homo Sapien into  
a transcended Omneronaut  

is a revolutionarily evolutionary step  
taken simultaneously by both  
the transformed Homo Sapien  

and  
the Unconsciously Dreaming Universe of Energy in Flow 

and that  
Omneronautic transformation is 



 

 the NATURAL EVOLUTIONARY GOAL of  
the Universe of Energy in Flow, 

 the Unus Mundus. 
 

 Homo Sapiens of the future, 
the near and distant future, 

Omneronauts of the possible future, 
the possibly near and distant future, 

will eventually come to realize, 
as ROBOTS begin to permeate into Homo Sapien society, 

as Robots complexify as each new generation of Robot manifests, 
that 

manufactured Robots and automated machines  
can someday be designed to enact  

the motions and movements of the Meditixation technique,  
but CANNOT Master and Control  

the Meditixation technique of motion and movement 
because 

manufactured Robots and automated machines 
CANNOT molecularly transform 

and  
manufactured Robots and automated machines 

cannot transcend Time and Space 
and that, therefore, 

manufactured Robots and automated machines 
cannot metaphysically unify with  

the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested  
Unconscious Awareness of  

the Universe of Energy in Flow, 
the Unus Mundus, 

and that 
manufactured Robots and automated machines  

must never be given dominion over Homo Sapiens. 
 
 

/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
 
  

What is the SPACEWAYS UNLIMITED INAUGURATION EVENT? 
 

The Spaceways Unlimited Inauguration Event 
is intended to be  

a 288 consecutive hour event  
during which as many Spaceways as possible  

are made available to as many Homo Sapiens as possible  
inside as many exhibition halls as possible  



 

inside a single Convention Center 
that could very well launch  

a NEW FRANCHISE-ABLE INDUSTRY, 
as well as  

a NEW CASH COW INDUSTRY for 
 the Convention Center industry to exploit, 

 for years if not decades if not centuries to come, 
while also simultaneously, 

introducing as many Homo Sapiens as possible 
 to an opportunity to DISCOVER 

 their own unique SUPERPOWER, 
as well as EVOLVE their own unique Superpower 

in ways never before imagined possible, 
while also providing an opportunity to  
as many Homo Sapiens as possible to  

METAPHYSICALLY UNIFY with  
the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested  

Unconscious Awareness of 
 the Universe of Energy in Flow, 

the Unus Mundus. 
  
 

\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
 
 

What is a FLOWSTREAM? 
 

Life is a flowstream. 
 

Narratives are flowstreams. 
 

Dream sequences are flowstreams. 
 

Musical compositions are flowstreams. 
 

Paranormal Synchronicity Chains are flowstreams. 
  

Unconsciously Dreamed Dream sequences are flowstreams.  
 

Narratives, 
any closely time-related and theme related events are  

Unconsciously Dreamed Dream sequences. 
 

Dream sequences are Unconsciously Dreamed Dream sequences. 
 

Musical compositions are Unconsciously Dreamed Dream sequences. 



 

 
Paranormal Synchronicity Chains are 

 Unconsciously Dreamed Dream sequences. 
 

Life is an Unconsciously Dreamed Dream sequence. 
 

Unconsciously Dreamed Dream sequences are  
Unconsciously, Unknowingly, Uncontrollably  

but not Unawarely Dreamed by  
the Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested  

Unconscious Awareness of the Universe of Energy in Flow,  
the Unus Mundus. 

 
 

/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
 
 

What is “My Confession”? 
 

“My Confession” is a verifiable 
and statistically analyzable 
autobiographical fact sheet  

documenting information that gives evidence to  
Information from Subliminet’s claim that 

I actually am a Naturally Born Synchronologist. 
 
 

/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
 
 

Why is maintaining the anonymity of some team members of  
the Sublimely Splendid  

Quest To Inaugurate Spaceways Unlimited 
Marketing Campaign, 

and most especially the anonymity of  
I from Subliminet, 

the Most Interesting Person In The World 
so crucial?  

 
The Sublimely Splendid  

Quest To Inaugurate Spaceways Unlimited 
Marketing Campaign 

and the presentation of  
William Felt The Clandestine’s Petition to Establish 

Eternal Homo Sapien and Robotic Harmony 
are not only flowstreams of Information, 



 

each are designed to generate exponentially viral interest, 
each are also the embodiment of  

a Paranormal Synchronicity Chain, 
Paranormal Synchronicity Chain #4, 

and Paranormal Synchronicity Chains   
are not only scientific investigations into  

Paranormal activity, 
Paranormal Synchronicity Chains are also 

works of ART. 
 

I, I from Subliminet,  
the Most Interesting Person In The World, 

the MIPITW, 
have evolved an interrelationship with  

the Unconsciously Dreaming, 
 Omnipresent, metaphysically manifested 

Unconscious Awareness of the Universe of Energy in Flow. 
That interrelationship rests upon  
a single tenet of quantum physics, 

collapse of the wave function. 
Answering questions. 

Solving problems. 
Enacting 

 interactions, reactions, and actions. 
Documenting  

answers to questions and solved problems 
 and interactions and reactions and actions. 

 
 A central tenet of this Marketing Campaign, 
if it is to become truly Sublimely Splendid, 

must be followed by ALL: 
 

COLLAPSE NOT THE WAVE FUNCTION.  
 

All in due time, 
ALL will be revealed… 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 


